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INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Chapter I. I~RODUCTION 
Boston was the first city in the United States 
to have a public school music program. It·was also the 
first city· in the country to have instrumental music in 
the public schools in school time, or during school 
hours. In the process of the development of the instru-
mental program in Boston Public Schools, much advanced 
thinking was evident. Some of the early attitudes of 
the people that were responsible for the program would 
be considered today as attitudes of progressive educators. 
Purpose of the Study. The purpose of this study 
is to follow the historical development of instrumental 
music from its beginning in the· public schools of Boston 
until the present time. Boston is probably one of the 
best systems in which to conduct such a study as it was 
the first city in the United States to have a public 
school instrumental program and to conduct instrumental 
music classes during school hours. 
Need for the Study. "American music education was 
unquestionably cradled in the State of Massachusetts. It 
was there that the Magna Charta of school music was 
officially signed in Boston in 1838. 111 Scholars, teachers 
lLloyd F. Sunderman, "Early Music Education in Mass-
aohusetts,u Education, September-June, 1952, p. 45. 
and interested parties in one way or the other are often 
consulting the Bo~ton theory to find out how their atti-
tudes and results were arrived at and developed.. There 
2 
is a need, therefore, to compile all of the data pertinent 
to instrumental music in the public schools of Boston from 
1900 to the present time, and to present it in a form that 
is practical for quick usage and reference. 
Significance of the Problem. Unfortunately, there 
.. 
is almost no existent literature on the subject of instru-
mental music in Boston that is concise. The information 
is available only by delving into the reports of the school 
' ' 
committee and of the superintendents for the years ~900 
·· .... 
until 1954 inclusively. That is:quite impractical for two 
reasons. First, the documents that list the activities of 
the Bostonschool records are found.only in the library of 
the Boston School Committee located at 15 Beacon Street, 
Boston. They are bound copies of the various reports and 
it is not permissable to take them from the premises. Con-
sequently, persons from areas other than Boston are not 
easily able to avail themselves of this material. 
Secondly, the books are yearly copies, covering 
all facets of the school population, administration, fields 
of study, and subject matter. For a researcher or even 
a curious party to delve into any specific portion of the 
material would mean that a great deal of time would be 
involved. 
3 
Definition of Terms. Instrumental music. Through-
out this thesis, the ~arm instrumental music should be 
interpreted as music produced by instruments apart from 
any vocal music. 
Music educator. This term is interpreted as one 
who teaches and directs the pupils in their musical edu-
cation. 
Director of Music. The Director of Music is the 
head of the school music department. 
Assistant Directors of Music. Throughout this 
dissertation, the term assistant director of music refers 
to those persons who conduct school groups; bands, orches-
tras, or corps. 
Assistants~.in music 2.!: Ins:tnuctors in music. 
Assistants in music or instructors in music are teachers 
of instrumental classes and small ensembles. 
Delimitations. In view of the fact that this 
dissertation is concerned primarily with instrumental 
music, it was felt that any general departmental costs 
or discussion thereof, shoud be omitted •.. A discussion of 
the general departmental costs, such astteachers sal~ries, 
salaries of assistants in music, etc., would be too 
lengthy and would constitute in itself a theslts. 
As this is not intended to be a comparative study, 
iti this case no specific analagies are attempted. Rather, 
4 
an effort has been made to present facts so as to show 
insight into the school setup. 
Sources of Data. The data used as a basis for · 
this thesis was compiled chiefly from four sources. The 
first and main souree includes the school documents of 
the city of Boston. The documents are issued annually. 
The ones used most extensively are the . .Annual Report .of 
the Superintendent, the Annual Report of the Business 
Agent, and the Minutes and Proceedings,of the Boston 
School Committee. 
The second source of material used was a thesis 
submitted to the Boston University Graduate School in 
i934, (Instrumental Music in the Boston Public Schools) 
by Julius Mitchell Kostick. This thesit; was of some 
assistance in this study, though the author admittedly 
takes a different, though valid approach. 
The topic is a big one, with all sorts of 
ramifications and I have made no attempt to 
treat it in a deliberate historical manner. 
Instead, I have taken a representative city 
like Boston, and have examined the place of 
instnumental music in its public schools; 
have attempted to give a picture of actual 
school groups in aetion, and supplanting some 
of these accounts with a brief, historical 
background.2 
2Julius Mitchell Kostick, "Instrumental Musie in 
the Boston Public Schools,"' (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1934). P~ 4. 
The third ·source of information was the files of 
the Department of Music of the City of Boston. Joseph 
Trangone, the present Director of Instrumental Mus-ic in 
the City. of Boston, made much of hi·s current material 
available and offered suggestions and comments that were 
invaluable to the study. 
Development of the Problem. Music educators are 
constantly attempting to further the music program. The 
music educator interested in instrumental music has a 
5 
great problem because of the expenses incurred in connection 
with such a program. A study of the type of thinking that 
motivated the inauguration of the first positive estab-
lishment of such a program in a very conservative area 
should be helpful to a musie educamor who finds himself 
confronted with similar problema. The proposed develop-
ment of this problem is as follows: 
1. A study of the early efforts at introducing 
instrumental music into the Public Schools of Boston. 
2. A discussion of the instrumental program from 
infancy to the pinnacle. 
3· ·An account of the present status of the 
instrume~tal program. 
4. Conclusions and observations arrived at as a 
result of the study. 
CHAPTER II. EARLY EFFORTS AT INTRODUCING INSTRUMENTAL 
MUSIC INTO THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF BOSTON 
Music, that is vocal music, was first introduced 
into the public schools of Boston in 1838. However, 
as late as 1901, music was an elective study. 
Music continues to be as heretofore an 
elective study. Pupils not joining singing 
classes are required to give one hour a 
week to some other study. In any case the 
work done in music or in any substitute for 
music would count for as much work done for 
one·hour a week in any other elective study.3 
By 1903 the picture had changed. In the report 
of the superintendent for that year, the position is 
made clear. 
Music is now treated asga regular study 
in the High Schools and give one hour a 
week, counting one point a year or three 
points in all, towards the first diploma.4 
Though vocal music is· not the problem involved, 
the change of opinion by the authorities in two years 
seems to indicate a general interest in music. 
There is evidence that there were many pupils 
studying instruments privately. 
The English High School Orchestra first made 
its appearance in 1886 under the leadership 
of James E. Beatley, its first conductor. He 
was a well versed musician playing the violin 
cello professionally for a number of years. 
He organized the orchestra during his first 
of the 
3"Annual Report of the Superintendent, 11 
School Committee of the City of Boston 
4uAnnual Report ofthe Superintendent," 
of the School Committee of the City of Boston, 
Report 
1901, p. 
Report 
1903, p. 
year as a teacher ip English High ••• He 
found an unusually large·and well balanced 
string section and a sufficient number of 
brasses and woodwinds. The problem which 
confronted him was the need of tympanies, 
bass drum, cymbals, and bass violinso The 
·school purchased a few of these instruments 
and James Beatley supplied the rest.5 
Some of the pictures in the halls of English 
High School indicate very large and well balanced 
instrUmental groups in the very early years. 
The first instrumental class in school time 
was held in Thomas N. Hart School, South Boston, by 
Albert G. Mitchell in 1911. There is no available. 
material on the exact origin of such a class but it 
appears that it was the work of the aggressive director 
of music at the time; John A. O'Shea. He wrote in the 
Annual Report of the Superintendent the following year 
these remarks: 
A number of schools have orchestras, glee 
clubs, and violin classes composed of pupils 
whose performances at various school exercises 
add largely to the interest and pleasure of 
the othe~ pupils and of their parents and 
friends. 0 
In 1913, John O'Shea issued an approach to music 
eduoation that at the time must have been considered 
7 
quite revolutionary. Even today there are a few public 
school administrators that take such a positive position 
5Kostick, op. cit., p. 43. 
6nAnnual Report of the Superintendent,rr Report of 
th~ School Committee of the City of Boston, 1912, p. 72. 
on such a controversial subject. .The music program 
even today is directed towards the majority of pupils. 
This is an excellent idea except that such a program 
8 
does not take the pupil who plans to become a professional 
musician into the proper perspective. 
There is no valid reason why music as a 
part of education should not have the same 
credit as any laboratory subject •.•• As it 
is now, those who are preparing for musical 
· careers find the burden of carrying a full 
high school course separate from their 
musical studies so great that many of them 
have to give up one or the other. If they 
are to become proficient in music, they 
cannot discontinue it through the adolescent 
period. That is the pivotal time for devel-
oping manipulation and facility in notation. 
If training is-postponed beyond this period, 
it is usually too late to acquire the skill 
necessary for an expert. A very considerable 
number of young people will or should make 
music their vocation, or at least their 
avocation. These young people.should have 
opportunities in high school to pursue 
courses looking to this end. This opportunity 
should include (1) study in the school of 
harmony, intervals, musical dictation, and 
history of music art, (2) and instrumental 
practice outside under the direction of ins-
titutions and private teachers of recognized 
standing. Upon the outside practice there 
should be periodic tests. If satisfactory 
work is done it should be accredited the same 
as any other subject for graduations. Such 
a plan would have a decided influence in stim-
ulating musical progress intthis city, and in 
improving music·al instruction. 7 
Furthermore, in 1913, the first purchase of instru-
ments by the school authorities was found in the Business 
Agent's Report. (See Appendix). 
?Annual Report of the Superintendent, 11 Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1913, p. 46. 
The music director of the city was launching an 
'. 
intense drive to arrive at a good instrumental program 
for the ·city. The use of 'outside instructors as well as 
the granting of credit would encourage greater interest 
in music and allow for a more rapid existence of various 
groups. In 1914, the following proposal was found in 
the Sup~rintendent's Report: 
Instrumental practice outside of school under 
the dire.ction of institutions and private 
teachers •hould be encouraged. Upon the out-
Side practice there should be periodic tests. 
If satisfactory work is done, it should be accre-
dited the same as any other subject for gradu-
ation •• (I) A high school pupil wishing credit for 
outside work done in music will make application 
at her high school in September. A copy of the 
·approved four years course of study will be 
furnished to the pupil, which she in turn will 
p~esent to her music teacher. The music teacher 
wiil assign the pupil to the year which.she 
seems to be fitted, first, second, third, or 
· fourth • 
. (2) On a slip duly prepared the music teacher 
will.indicate the year to which she has assigaed 
the pupil. This slip when signed will b~ for-
warded to the pupil's high school and will con-
stitute a record. 
(3) On a siip duly prepared the music teacher 
will certify bi-monthly that the pupil has 
taken at least one music lesson per week, and 
will give her estimate of the value of the 
pupil's work. On the same slip 'the parent or 
guardian·of the pupil-will certify that the 
pupil has devoted at leas~ one hour each day to 
practice. . .-(4) Annually in the month of June, the pupil 
will be e-xamined in her high school. (5) At the completion of the pupil 1§(exa.m..;. · 
ination a certificate in duplicate, showing the 
result of the examination will be made out. 
The original aigned .. 'fiy :hlie examiner will be 
given to the pupil examined and the duplicate 
9 
will remain in the high school as a record. 
(6) A pupil taking outside instruction in 
music either vocal or instrumental, need 
not take choral practice in her school. 
(7) A pupil who has complied with the 
above conditions and who has taken not less 
than one music lesson per week, requiring 
at least an hour's practice each school day 
may receive thereof two diploma points. 
{8) A pupil who asks for outside music 
study and who takes choral practice or · 
instrumental instruction in her high school 
may receive one diploma point for each 
subject taken in the school. 
(9) The maximum number of diploma points 
in music per annum shall be four.8 
10 
The suggestion that credit be given for outside 
study and thus accelerating the instrumental program 
l 
was accepted. In 1915, on motion of the Superintendent, 
it was ordered: 
That pupils attending the high schools 
who pursue the study of instrumental music 
outside of school, in accordance with the 
plan recommended by the Advisory Committee 
on Music, under date of May 18, 1915, may 
be allowed credit therefor in the amount 
not exceeding two diploma points in any 
one year.9 
By the end of the year, twenty violin classes 
had been organized in elementary schools, one assistant 
instructor was assigned solely to orchestra and violin 
classes. At the general rehearsals of the classes in 
May, there were three hundred young violin players. 
8"Annual Report of the Superintendent", Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1913, p. 47. 
9 11 Prooeedings of the School Committee, 11 1915, p. 108. 
In 1917, there·w~s a large increase in the 
number of candidates for outside credit in high schools 
for applied music wor~. Four additional persons were 
hired in connection with the examinations of day high 
school pupils applying for credit for outside study· in 
applied musice During the next years the classes in 
school increased. 
The system of credit for outside study 
of music·has progressed favorably ~uring 
the last year. The accompanying table of 
figures giving the comparative number of 
examinations for the last four years shows 
that added interest is being.taken in the 
privilege by the. pupils.lO 
·The one outstanding handicap, as might 
be expected is tbe ca~elessness with which 
the outside teachers are sometimes selected. 
The public is not yet sufficiently awake to 
the fact that there are wide differences in 
the ability of various teachers. Many are 
assuming the responsibility of teaching who 
would be unable to qualify if required to 
pass examinations before being allowed to 
teach .. ll 
'11 
16 11 .Annual Report of the Superintendent," Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1920, p. 94. 
llttAnnual Report of the Superintendent,n Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1920, p. 94. 
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PLATE I 
BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL VIOLIN CLASSES 1924 
' f 
i 
---
-· 
---·-· 
-
TABLE I 
NUMBER OF PUPILS TAKING EXAMINATIONS FOR CREDIT FOR 
- - ~· 
-
Year Piano 
. - ·~ --- ~ -
1917 238 
1918 280 
1919 381 
1920 381 
* 
** 
j 
OUTSIDE STUDY OF MUSIC 
1917 .... 1920 
I 
Violin Cello Cornet Drums ~-rom- Trum-
Bells bone pet 
-- ----· .. ·- -· 
61 2 8 4 
-
101 1 7 3 2 
83 2 8 3 2 
.. 
90 1 12 5 1 
---
also ijviola 
also 1 clarinet 
also 3 clarinets, 2 horns, 1 sa.xaphone, 
2 fl tea. 
... 
1 
-
1 
.. 
-
13 
Total 
313 
*396 
**480 
***499 
PLATE II 
BOSTON PUBLIC .. SCHOOLS 
ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL MILITARY BAND 1924 
ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA 
1924 
-- --·-~·---_-_ 
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CHAPTER III 
INSTRUMENTAL MUSI IN THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
FROM INF tOY T 0 THE l?INNAOLE 
In the yearj following the close of the first 
World War, the instrumental program in the Boston Public 
Schools was· beginning to advance rather rapidly. The ex-
tended use of military bands, to appeal to the patriotic 
aspects of our nature during the war years, resulted in an 
added interest in band music generally. Until 1918, all of 
the public school insJrumental classes had been confined 
to the study of violi • The first public school cornet 
class in the United S ates during school hours was formed 
in the Lowell School, Jamaica Plain; the first public school 
trombone class during school hours was formed in the same 
school in 1920; the f~rst public school clarinet class 
during sohool hours w,s formed in the Christopher Gibson 
School, Dorchester, i 1920~ 
The director o music at this time was laying the 
groundwork for the in trumental program that exists today. 
By the additio since January 1, 1921, of 
one more assistan director, we have been able 
to give a real impetus to orchestral ~d band 
music. The Publid Latin School which pre-
viously had no mu~ic now has a successful or-
chestral group. A good start has been made 
toward establishi g a true symphonic orchestral 
group which we ar forming from advanced pupils 
from several scho 1 groups. It is hoped soon 
to have adequate quipment for this orchestra 
--"""""o... __ 
such as double basses, timpani and 
other exceptional instruments. We also 
hope that later this group may be used 
to promote the appreciation of orchestral 
music among the pupils and teachers of 
the schools.l2 
16 
The musical training that was given in connection 
with the regimental.musieal organizations formed a con-
siderable portion of the military activity. As the 
school cadet ranks increased the school board found it 
necessary to hire for the annual parade several military 
banda. The director of music capitalized on this and 
urather subtly suggested to the committee that it would 
be possible and profitable to develop military bands 
and orchestras. ~o said was done. 11 l3 He was successful, 
for the following year, (1925), the instrumental program 
expenditure was higher than it had been before or since 
that time. (See TABLE II). 
The instrumental music program in Boston was 
rapidly reaching its highest point. The superintendent 
issued a circular addressed to principals of all schools 
districts that the instruments were available arid instruc-
tors would be furnished immediately if the principals 
could arrange for classes of fifteen pupils with the 
lD"Annual Report of the Superintendent", Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1921, p.66. 
l3"Annual Report of the Superintendent,n Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1924, p. 147. 
same instrument. When the numbers. in the school were 
insufficient for a full class, interschool classes could 
be formed. A charge of twenty-five cents per lesson was 
made.14 
Instrumental music in terms of piano ·classes was 
17 
also reaching its apex. There is little mention of class 
pian·o instruction except the fact that the less.ons were 
given by regular teachers under the supervise>~ of music. 
There are items in the expenditure accounts for silent 
piano keyboards during the years 1927 - 1931. The only 
dqcument that tends to clarify the status is a report 
submitted, at the request of the School Offi'cials by 
H. S. Wilder. 
·. 
This report indicates but one outstanding 
weakness - the lack of ·definite and continuous 
supervision. There clearly should be a direc-
ting head of the department, who is responsible, 
under the Musical Director, for the entire w·ork. 
It is high~y important, also that the one in 
charge personally give at least one lesson each 
week, as a model for those locally in charge.l5 
The silent keyboards have since been discarded and 
the piano· classes that are existent now are given only 
where there are several instruments and always by a musie 
instructor. 
l4"superintendent's Circular# 28 11 , School Committee 
of the City of Boston, 1925-26. 
15 H. S. Wilder, Piano Classes in the Boston Public 
Schools, Report submitted to the School Committee, January 
15, 1930 .. 
ls& 
PLATE III 
BOSTON SCHOOL CADETS HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE o 1924 
I 
I CHAPTER IV 
THE PRESENT ST~TUS OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
I I • 
IN THE BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
I I 
The Instrument~l 1 Program. The culmination 0f the I . 
effor~s t0 establis~ a definite instrumental program 
occUrred in l927. fh~ foundation as reported in the 
superintendent's rejPort of that year is the framework 
of the present day ~r?gram. 
Work in inst);umental music begins in 
the Boston Publ1ic Schools iri kindergarten, 
where the chil~ren freely interpret the 
music heard fro:m phonographs o·r "piano by · 
dancing and mo~ing in .such a way as to 
express what t~e music means to them. 
Rhythmic sense [is 1 most ·easily developed in 
children o~ th~ k~ndergarten and of the 
first three gr5de~j therefore emphasis is placed upon th, us. e of the rhythmic orches-
tra. i 
In the uppe~ g~ades the following 
·classes have b~en' organized, each class 
averaging abou~ f1fteen pupils. Piano, . 
fifteen classe~; plarinet, ten classes; 
double bass, orte class; drum, fifty 
classes; brass !instruments, fifty-four 
classes; violin, bne-hundred and one classes; 
flute, one class;, fife, twelve classes; 
cello, one cla~s. Total number of .classe~, 
two-hundred anq f~fty-five •••• Supplementary 
choral praotic~, :children in. elementary 
schools and intermediate schools in greater 
numbers than h~re'tofore are now receiving 
instrumental il1-st:ruction by first class 
specialized teachers at the nominal charge 
of twenty-f.ivelce~ts per class lesson. In I . -this way they lf'eo'e.ive the very highest type 
of instruction 1 at: a rate that would be im-
possible in an~ O:ther manner. This teaching 
is continued up through the high school. No 
charge, howeve:t, iis made to pupils in high 
schools studyi1g .m~litary instruments. 
I 
I 
Boston now has several classes for 
the_ study of piano, with many more 
assured. An experiment is being made 
to have the entire class group take 
piano instruction the same as their 
other studies. 
The pupils from these instrumental 
classes feed into bands and orchestras 
in their respective schools. The best 
players are selected for one of the 
following organizations: 
Boston Public School Junior Symphony 
Orchestra - pupils up to and including 
the 8th grade. 
Boston Public School Symphony Orchestra -
the better talent of 9th, lOth, 11th, and 
12th year pupils. Members of this organi-
~ation are provided with the best type of 
instruments procurable. 
Boston Public School Simphony ~ -
the various officers of several high. 
school bands. These officers, commissioned 
and non-commissioned have been granted 
their ratings by a representative of the 
music department in consultation with the 
headmaster, because of efgellence in music 
and scholastic standing. 
20 
No attempt was made to insure any change or uni-
formity until 1942 when a course of study was issued for 
the Director of Music. 
Directions for ClaS's Teachers 
1. All teachers to follow required material 
and procedure according to schedule. 
2. All teachers to make a record of each 
pupil's yearly progress. 
3·- Complete lists of all pupils in instru-
mental classes for each school year made 
available to visiting music department member. 
4. Instructors must make more use of resi-
dent teachers in building and holding classes. 
1611 Annual Report of the Superintendent," Report of 
the School Committee of the City of Boston, 1927, p.24. 
-1-tJ 
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SYMPHONY B·AND. 
' 
'•f 
{I 
._,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Directions for /Conductors of Band and Orchestra 
I· I 
1. Strict/adherence to regular use (at least 
one half of each rehearsal period) of pre-
scribed ensemlhe. methods as outlined. 
22 
2. 'All batilds leave old plan of concentrating 
on marches an~ instead. develop quality through 
detailed progressive instrumental work. 
3. De.tailed report on pupils transferring 
from Junior Hlgb. School to Senior High School, 
both classes knd ensemble groupse 
4. CChosen/music for regular playing must 
come from approved listse 
· 5· Non-merhod music must be rotated so as 
to le~ve a. spFce of a.t least one year before 
repetition. / 
6. One teac~er in every school chosen by 
Headmaster t~/ work directly with Music Depart-
ment represe9tative. 
I . Sampl~s of Methods ~ 
I . 
JGr~des - 4 - 5 - 6 
All Band :IIns
1
truments 
Melody ll'irst - Jackobs 
Band I ; 
~ckhart Method, Vol. I - M. Witmark 
Orchestra I . 
Modern 9rohestra Training Series 
Vol. I. '- C. Birchard 
Lockhart ~ethod, Vol. I - M. Witmark 
i ' /Grades- 7- 8- 9 
All Band Instruments 
--xcademip Method - C. Fischer 
Element~ry Band Course - Rubank 
Band 1 ' 
-:&Ockharf~ Method - Vol. II - M. Witmark 
Second emester 
Goldman, Band System - C. Fischer 
Orchestra) 
Lookha~t Method - Vol. II - M. Witmark Mog~~~~g~~~tra Training Series 
I 
1 23 
~rades 10 - 11 - 12 
All Band ~nstruments 
Advance~,- Unison Scales, Chords, eta., 
by Wh te, - C. Fischer 
Band and rchestra 
--w0rld o~ Music - Ginn & Co. 17 
I 
I There hav~ been some fluctuations in terms of 
enrollment of puJils and the resultant effect on the 
groups •. The siz s and the instrumentation of the 
various ve changed from time to time, but the 
program today is basically the same as in 1927. 
InstructoJs. The instrumental· department of 
i 
music in the Pub1ic Schools of Boston was not an indi-
vidual group unt~l 1923. The status of the music edu-
cators in the Bo,ton schools until that time is 
questionable as ~ar as the overlapping of· duties is 
concerned. The ~erma, director of music, assistant 
directors, assisJants in music, and supervisors of drum 
and bugle corps Jake it impossible to ascertain what 
I 
duties each one Jad. This is so because the vocal 
music educators Jad the same titles and no distinctions 
I 
I 
are made in the ~arly records. 
I 
All hirin~ was done on the advice of the Advisory 
I 
Board on Music. /The first evidence of a required 
spec.afication wa1 in 1921. 
1'7 11 Coursel· of Study11 Office of the Director of Music~ 
School Committee! of the City of Boston, 1942. 
PLATE V' 
~o.Sfnn ~·~u)l · ®In:&!. I ·· 
c==================l SATURDAY, MAY 2Q, 1933 j 
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• . . ~~ .:·~. · _ 1 ;.BAND QF ,THE. mGH scHooL. oF PJ.tA.CTJCAL .ARTS . . . . · . . j 
".t'his is betievea:' to~~¥te only lll-girllf'hfgh· school band i~ New''Englatid'. · 'PlfOto-graphed at the :reeen~ 
:·. . school :field day. · . . . . : . I 
• (Louts :Russo, Globe staff photo!ri'IIPher) ' 
The qualifications for assistant director 
0! music was changed from evidence of 
academic education satisfactory to the board 
of superintendents, and evidence of three 
years of successful supervisory experience 
in teaching music or evidence of three years 
of successful experience in playing in or . 
conducting an orchestra or a military band, 
one year of which shall have included the 
development and the direction .of an orchest·ra 
or of a milita~y band, or of any of the 
distinctive orchestral groups; or of the 
distinctive military·band groups.l8 
Until 1953, the examinations for assistant 
director of music (instrumental) were practically the 
same as above. In that year a different type of 
examination was given. It is given every other year, 
and_the extra copies are given to the aspirants to 
study for the next year. While the examination is 
different each year, the intended applicant can 
acquire a conc'ept of the type of material with which 
to become familiar9 The next examination given was 
in 1955· The examinee is:rrequired to take the major 
and minor examination. A copy of these examinations 
is to be found on the following page&. 
The total grade for the examination is 1000 
points. The written portion equals 450; performance 
equals 150; background, experience, and personal 
demonstration equals 150. 
25 
LB 11 Rules of the School Committee, tt School Committee 
of the City of Boston, 1921, p. 30. 
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
EXAMINATION FOR CERTIFICATES 
OF QUALIFICATION 
AUGUST 29, I955 
FROM 9 A.M. TO I2 M. 
Major Musi,cal Composition (Instrumental) 
XL SPECIAL CERTIFICATE FOR AssiSTANT DIRECTOR oF Music 
Preceding each question is the maximum number of points as-
signed to it. :the maximum number of points assigned to the entire 
subject is 300. 
Read the entire question paper before beginning to write. Answer 
questions in any order. Apportion your time properly. 
I. (30 points.) Describe fully all rondo forms. 
2. (30 points.) Discuss chronologically the development and 
mechanical improvements .of the various brass instruments used 
in a modern symphony orchestra. 
3· (4o points.) Arrange for wood-wind octet eight measures of 
any patriotic or folk song. 
4· (20 points.) Describe the differences and improvements in 
the use of instruments in the works of the following composers: 
Monteverde vVagner 
Haydn R. Strauss 
Beethoven Debussy 
Berlioz Khachaturian 
5· (30 points.) Analyze, harmonically, the following: 
OVER 
6. (5o points.) -Compose a three-voice fugue on the followtng_,,;,. 
subject: · · ' 
Moderato 
•• :j!:. ,. .--... 
?•ijl FF IE FE ICPE IE F 
7· (8o points.) Arrange the followin:g for full symphony or-
chestra: 
~ ft Molto moderato • • • • i > · > 
u 1 .£iittftiftJi1UJtf!E r * 1: gCr:tt 1 r l 
8. (20 points.) Name and write out the modes used in plain 
chant today. 
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
EXAMINATION FOR CERTIFICATES 
OF QUALIFICATION 
AuousT 29, I955 
Time Limit-One and One-Hal£ Hours 
Minor History and Literature of Music 
XI. SPECIAL CERTIFICATE FOR AssiSTANT DIRECTOR OF Music 
Preceding each question is the maximum number of points as-
signed to it. '1he maximum number of points assigned to the entire 
subject is I so. 
Read the entire question paper before beginning to write. Answer 
questions in any order. Apportion your time properly. 
I. (30 points.) (a) Discuss the weakness in neume notation. 
(b) \iVhen was staff notation, as it now exists, brought to 
completion? Explain briefly. 
(c) What are the three things now expressed by music nota-
tion? 
2. (30 points.) (a) Explain what is meant by the "continuous" 
style of song writing. 
(b) Are all art songs written in the "continuous style"? Dis-
cuss fully. 
(c) Why not always have the same melody and accompani-
ment for all stanzas of a poem? Be specific. 
3· (30 points.) (a) Comment fully upon the three methods of 
producing tones upon stringed instruments. 
(b) vVhat was the Monochord? 
(c) Vlhat is the advantage of a bow upon a stringed instru-
ment? 
4- (30 points.) (~) In what opera of Wagner do we find the first 
instance of a dialogue between the \iVind and String groups? Dis-
cuss briefly. 
(b) Discuss fully how vVagner made use of the virtuosity of 
his orchestra performers. 
OVER 
t1 
5· (30 points.) (a) Comment upon the attitude of the early 
Christians toward music. _ 
(b) Distinguish between their psalms, hymns, and spiritual 
songs. Discuss fully. 
The instructors in instrumental music were 
appointed temporarily frem the t:ime that the depart-
ment of music was originated.. They were hired on a 
per diem basis and consequently were subjected to a 
fluctuating income. Some of the instructors worked 
for many years under those conditions. It was not 
until the Tenure Lawl9 was passed in 1947 that these 
instru.etors became permanent. Thus, in 1947 all of 
the instructors became permanent teachers. An instruc-
tors' examination was not necessary until 1954. Five 
persons took that examination; all of them passed it. 
The examination consisted of performances and inter-
views. 
Instruments and Music. The instruments and 
music are kept in a summarized running inventory. 
(See Appendix- TABLE II). That makes it impossible 
to ascertain when they were purchased. From the 
instrument inventory it appears·that the money spent 
annually is for making necessary replacements, repairs, 
etc., to the instruments, rather then enlarging the 
program. 
· The music inventory if filed by cards and is 
checked quite closely. There is interdepartmental 
19All employees of the city working in the same 
capacity for more than three years are automatically per-
manent employees and entitled to all benefits thereof. 
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cooperation, as the assistant directors of music, 
(band and orchestra directors), do that work in many 
schools and consequently any or all of the music in the 
files are accessible to all. Some sample and aefinitely 
representative programs of the three main groups in 
concert may be found on the following pages. 
24th Annual Concert 
BY THE 
Boston Public School Symph()nY Band 
. FORTUNA TO SORDILLO, Conductor 
Friday Evening, March 30, 1951 
JORDAN HALL 
At 8:10 O'Clock 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
KATHLEEN RYAN DACEY, Chairman 
DANIEL J. McDEVITT MICHAEL J. WARD 
ISADORE H. Y. MucHNICK JosEPH C. WHITE 
DEN.NIS C. HALEY, Superintendent ·of .Boston Public Schoo i.e 
MICHAEL J. DowNEY, Deputy Superintendent in Charge of Music. 
DANIEL D. TIERNEY, Director of Music. 
PROGRAM 
1. AMERICAN PATROL MARCH lYieacham 
2. PACIFIC GRANDEUR Olivt.~doti 
3. HONEY SUCKLE POLKA Casey 
Trumpet Solo: HENRY IoviNELLI, Roslindale High School 
4. WAVES OF THE DANUBE 
5. (a) THE STARS AND STRIPES FOREVE*' 
(b) TZENA, TZENA, TZENA ' 
6. PRELUDE IN C MINOR 
7. THE SATELLITE 
Ivanovici 
Sousa 
Grossman 
Rachmaninoff 
Smith 
Trombone Solo: MICHAEL M. HoRVIT, Baston Latin School 
' 
8. MODERATO from DIVERTIMENTO Maloof 
Conducted by the Composer, WIIiLIAM J. MALOOF, Brighton High School 
First Public Performance; 
9. THE GYPSY BARON Strauss 
10. LIGHT CAVALRY von Suppe 
11. THE CHATTERER Terschak 
Flute Solo: PAUL H. EPHRoss, Boston Latin School 
12. GREAT GATE OF KIEV 
13. "THEM" BASSES 
14. (a) SCHERZO 
(b) VALSE 
lVI oussorgsky 
Huffine 
Mendelssohn 
Chopin 
Piano Solo: JosEPH K. FisH, English High School 
15. EL RELICARIO Padilla 
16. THE NORTH AND SOUTH Herfurth 
:17. PRESENTATION ·oF THE COLORS 
18. THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER Smith 
-Officers of the Boston Public School Symphony Band 
CAPTAIN HENRY IoVINELLI, President 
CAPTAIN WILLIAM J. MALoOF, Vice-President 
CAPTAIN CHARLES W. EDGERLY, Secretary 
LIEUTENANT PAUL H. EPHRoss, Treasurer 
lVlAsTER-SERGEANT WAJJJ:ER L. McLEAN, I.Abrarian 
SERGEANT SHELDON D. KAUFMAN1 Assistant I.Abrarian 
CoRPoRAL JOSEPH K. FisH, Historian 
Executive Committee 
MICHAEL M. HoRVIT, Chairman 
CHARLES w. EDGERLY 
ERNEST c. CAGGIANO 
RoBERT M. TRIDER 
MoRRIS DRATCH 
VINCENT T. DoBSON 
ARNOLD H. ARONSON 
GEORGE M. GROH 
CARLTON L. PURCELL 
Personnel 
Piccolo-Flute Tenor Saxophone 
Paul H. Ephross BLS Sheldon D. Kaufman BLS 
Ronald S. Stone BLS Edward Mitchell TAE 
Eb Clarinet Trumpet 
Robert lVL Trider BLS Henry Iovinelli RHS 
Bb Clarinet Nicholas T. Flynn EHS 
DHS 
· Arnold H. Aronson BLS 
Charles W. Edgerly Gordon H. Baird BHS 
George M. Groh BLS Richard A. Buthmann BLS 
Louis A. Freni BLS Ronald E. Ludington BTII 
Norman N eiterman BLS Qeorge W. Jannette · vVBR 
Gerald M. Kolodny BLS Ernest C. Caggiano BLS 
Donald Pearson BLS Jordan Braverman BLS 
Saul B. Troen BLS Leonard Kogos BLS 
Joseph J. Welch BLS Alan I. Levenson BLS 
William A. Welch BLS George J. Chesel BLS 
Peter A. Stefan PTC James R. Miceli EHS 
James F. Robert PTC Philip J. Tardanico DHS 
Guy J. Bognanno PFG Fred R. Tillotson TAE 
Edwin H. Kolodny BLS Lawrence Abramson BLS 
Arthur E. Flynn EHS Mellophone 
Alto Saxophone Walter L. McLean BLS 
James W. Dolan BLS M. S. Davidow BLS 
Robert J. Iovinelli WIS Robert L. McGillicuddy BLS 
Thomas J. Picard DRS Harris E. Stone BLS 
Personnel, Continued 
Trombone Percussion 
Kenneth A. J ollimore EHS Vincent T. Dobson RMH 
Morris Dratch BLS Robert N. White BLS 
Robert M. Donahue BLS Joseph G. Cocuzo TA.E 
Anthony M. Malione BLS Frank Cusick WBR 
Bradley E. Sears BTH Joseph M. Carey TAB 
Walter F. X. Barry WIS Donald F. Ferzoco WBR 
Harold L. Goldberg BLS Robert F. Kelley TAE 
David I. Nager TAE 
· Sarelis P. ~ Charles BLS 
Daniel J. Crowley EHS 
Marvin Laurie EHS Bass Dru01 
Leon B. Brass EHS Terence .A. Koen BLS 
Michael M. H01'Vit BLS 
Baritone 
Cymbals 
Michael M. Horvit BLS Robert F. Edgerly DHS 
Donald P. Relyea BLS Timpani 
Paul J. Sa:tchell BLS William J. Maloof BHS 
Sousaphone Pi..a.no 
. Carlton L. Purcell EHS 
William A. Hull DHS Joseph I{. Fish EHS 
John B. Champlin DH.':l Bernard A. Wiseblatt BLS 
BLS, Boston Latin School; BTH, Boston Technical High School; DRS, Dor-
chester High School for Boys; EHS, English High School; WBR, William B. 
Rogers School; BHS, Brighton High School; RHS, Roslindale High School; 
PTC, Patrick T. Campbell School; TAE, Thomas A. Edison School; RMH, 
Roxbury Memorial High School (Boys); PFG, Patrick F. Gavin School; 
WIS, Washington Irving School. 
COLOR GUARDS, USHERS AND CADETS from B.oston Latin School in 
charge of LIEUTENANT WILLIAM L. CANNON 
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ANNUAL CONCERT 
BY THE 
Boston Public School 
Junior Symphony Orchestra 
MARGARET VIRGIN, CoNDUCTOR 
and 
Junior High School Chorus 
KATHLEEN G. OXLEY, Conductor 
ELSIE M. ECKMAN, Accompanist 
MILDRED V. LAVELLE, Accompanist 
Friday Evening, May 2~ 1952 
WILLIAM F. CARR 
MARY K. FITZGERALD 
AT 8:15 O'CLOCK 
JORDAN HALL 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
IsADORE H. Y. MucHNICK, Chairman 
DR. PATRICK J. FoLEY 
ALICE M. LYONS 
DENNIS C. HALEY, Superintendent of Boston Public Schools. 
FRANK J. HERLIHY, Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Music. 
DANIEL D. TIERNEY, Director of Music. 
PERSONNEL OF THE ORCHESTRA 
IRMA LEITER, Concert kl aster 
VIOLIN I 
Avakian, Richard 
Berggren, Elaine G. 
Bostick, Laurazelle 
Campbell, Arline R. 
DiGirolano, Frank 
Dockett, James 
Fox, David 
Gavin, Nancy 
Hobin, Joanne 
Jackson, Dolores 
::: · ~ Jeffreys, Beverly 
Jones, Eleanor 
Leiter, Irma 
Lembidakis, Charles 
Littera, Ther~ 
Mizer, Margaret 
Morris, Nancy 
Orfanos, John 
Randolph, Nancy 
Saia, Angelo 
Scollins, Helen 
Stafford, Gwendolyn 
Timbas, Dolores 
Ward, Gloria · 
VIOLIN II 
Christo, Lorraine 
Cianci, Stella 
Conroy, Anne 
Conroy, Nancy 
Dockett, Charles 
Dow, Antoinette 
Fitzgerald, Alice 
McDonald, Charles 
Mazza, Rosemarie 
Savers, Susan 
Stewart, Judith 
BASS 
Dockett, Clara 
Lamont, Barbara 
.FLuTE: 
O'Brien, Kathleen 
JUDITH GoLJisTEIN, Librarian 
CELLO 
Randolph, Theresa 
Caporizzo, G!oria 
Lamont, Alicb 
Hession, Helen 
Janey, Lauren tina 
Stockman, Shirley 
Wharton, Mary 
CLARINET I 
Epstein, Paul 
CLARINET II 
Lewis, J ame.s 
Peters, William 
TRUMPET I 
Biondo, Frank 
Pettipaw, Robert 
Vento, Salvatore 
TRUMPET II 
Barry, Virginia. 
Cantone, Anthony 
Goldman, Maury 
TRuMPET m 
Doucet, Edward 
SAXOPHONE 
Haywood, J ohD. 
TROMBONE 
Cybulski, Frank 
McDonald, Ja.nies, Jr. 
PERC'Q'SSION 
Singer, Sigmond 
Kane, William 
Nephew, Gerald 
Rollins, Bryant 
PIANO 
Blandin, Maria 
Cohen, Adele 
Goldstein, Judith 
. Kuperman, Judith 
--~ 
PROGRAM 
THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER 
HULDIGUNGSMAHCH (Sigurd Jorsalfar) 
THE WINDSOR MELODY 
Piano Solos 
MAZURKA DE CONCERT 
JUDITH 0LEF, Girls' Latin School 
GOLLIWOGG'S CAKE WALK 
MURIEL HUROVITZ, Girls' Latin School 
LE ROI D'YVETOT 
Junior High School Chorus 
UEBESLIEDER, Op. 52, No. 4-13 
Like the sunset's crimson splendor 
Bird in air will stray afar 
THREE IRISH FOLK SONGS 
LITTLE HED LARK 
THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER 
Smith 
Grieg 
Gay 
Pessard 
Debussy 
Adam 
Brahms 
Soprano Soloist: RuT:a: EDGERLY, Woodrow Wilson School 
THE NEXT MARKET DAY 
CHEHUBIM SONG Bortniansky 
INTERMEZZO RUSSE Franke 
LUSTSPIEL OVERTURE Bela 
Violin Solo 
ALLEGRO MODERATO, Op. 41, No. 2 Leonard 
IRMA LEITER, Theodore Roosevelt School 
Accompanist, Mrss EcKMAN 
SNOW WHITE FANTASY Churchill 
Saxophone Solo 
VALSE VANITE Wie-doejt 
JoHN HAYWOOD, Robert Gould Shaw School 
Accompanist, JUDITH GoLDSTEIN, Girls' Latin School 
LA CHASSE Folk Medley 
SCHOOLS REPRESENTED IN THE ORCHESTRA 
AGASSI~ ScHOOL, Florence M. Murphy, Principal 
BIGELOW ScHOOL, Gerald F. O'Donnell, Principal 
Bo~:<TON LA~l'IN ScHOOL, George L. McKim, Head Master 
DEAilBOftN ScHooL, Thomas J. Lynch, Principal 
GIRLs' LATIN ScHOOL, Louis A. McCoy, Head Master 
HEXRY L. HIGGINSON ScHOOL, William G. Tobin, Principal 
MARY E. CuRLEY ScHOOL, Frank J. Lyons, Principal 
PATRICK F. GAVIN ScHOOL, Helen J. Gormley, Principal 
PATRICK T. CAMPBELL ScHOOL, Francis J. Dillon, Principal 
PRI:>rCE ScHOOL, Ernest W. Anderson, Principal 
RoBERT GouLD SHAW ScHOOL, Eugene H. Dorr, Principal 
SAMUEL ADAMS ScHOOL, Robert G. O'Connell, Principal 
SoLoMoN LEWENBl!.'RG ScHOOL, Frederick J. Murphy, Principal 
THEODORE RoosEVELT ScHooL, John F. Barnicle, Principal 
\i\T ASHINGTON IRVING ScHOOL, Leroy K. Houghton, Principal 
\i\TrLLIAM HowARD TAFT ScHOOL, Francis P, Frazier, Principal 
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON ScHOOL, Mary T. Gallagher, Principal 
WooDROW WILSON ScHooL, William F. Mack, Principal 
SCHOOLS REPRESENlED IN THE CHORUS 
\VILLIAM BLACKSTONE ScB:ooL, John A. Murphy, Principal; Mary J. Deegan, Music 
Teacher 
LEwrs ScHooL, Frederick A. Guindon, Principal; Marie H. Michaels, Music Teacher 
MARTIN ScHooL, Alice F. Rosenthal, Acting Principal; Helen R. Murphy, Music 
Teacher · 
WooDROW WILsoN ScHOOL, William F. Mack, Principal; Mabel A. Collins, Music 
Teacher 
The chorus was prepared in the above-named schools under the supervision of: 
Mildred V. Lavelle 
Marguerite J. LaLiberte 
Dorothea L. O'Shea 
Kathleen G. Oxley 
The Boston Public School Junior Symphony Orchestra gratefully acknowledges 
the assistance of the following-named members of the Music Department: 
Alice K. Gorman 
Basil Frangoulis 
The ushers, in charge of Joseph W. Donovan, are ·from the Robert Gould Shaw 
School. 
CITY OF BOSTON ~ PRINTING DEPARTMENT 
CONCERT 
BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SYMPHONY BAND 
Joseph .d. T1·ong01Le) Oond~tctor 
Friday Evening, April 2, 1954, 8: 15 
Jordan Hall 
SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
WILLIAM F. CARR, Chairman 
MARY K. FITZGERALD 
JosEPH LEE 
Lours F. Musco 
MICHAEL J. w JJJ.D 
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS,.DENNIS C. HALEY 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT IN CHARGE OF MUSIC, FRANx J. HEI!Lmi' 
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC, DANIEL D. TIERNEY 
OFFICERS 
CHARLES W. GoRODETZKY, President 
WINSLOW W. GREEN, Vice President 
PAUL A. EPSTEIN, Concertmaster 
THOMAS G. ~cCLEs, Secretary-Treasurer 
RoBERT F. PE1TIPAW, Historian 
DANIELS. ThODERMAN, Librarian 
PERSONNEL 
FLUTES AND PICCOLOS HoRNs 
Gilfix, Matthew E. 
Bortnick, Barrie D. 
McLean, Robert A. 
Gorodetzky, Charles W. Lyons, Laurence A. 
Stone, Ronald S. 
Tobey, Herbert M. CORNETS 
Biondo, Frank J. 
OBOE Carroll, Robert M. 
Miller, William M. Desmond, David Goldman, Maury A. 
Lamontagne, Edmond E. 
E-FLAT CLARINET LaPierre, Gerald W. 
Miller, Lee K. Pettipaw, Robert F. 
Rubin, Robert H. 
B-FLAT CLARINETS T.illotson, Fred R. 
Black, Stephen F. TRU~IPETS Eccles, Thomas G. Bargad, Warren K. Epstein, Paul A. Needle; Charles M. Fox, Jason S. 
Galeota, James J. 
TROMBONES Ierardi, Philip N. 
MatTam, Donald R. Green, Winslow W. 
Puopolo, Alfred P. Kanavos, Nicholas 
Sacks, Gerald L. Malione, Anthony M. 
Sotir, Thomas A. McDon~ld, James A. 
Taube, Walter 
Troderman, Daniel S. BARITONES Zimon, Richard P. 
Brother, Theodore B. 
BASS CLARINET 
Dratch, Paul L. 
Goulston, Charles L. Tun~s 
Gaidelis, P. Theodore 
BASSOON Manzoni, Peter L. 
Jensen, Harold 
TYMPANI 
SAXOPHONES Singer, Sigmond A. 
Mickiewicz, P. Stanley 
Perlow, Gerald PERCUSSION 
Rose, Chester L. DeBruyn, Dennis 
Rosenthal, David S. Goodwin, Jerome W. 
Troen, Saul B. Gordon, Gerald S. 
Vitello, Edward Kane, William A. 
Yerkes, Ira Rosales, Julius 
PROGRAM 
THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER Smith 
OVERTURE TO "THE MESSIAH" Handel 
LA CUMP ARSITA Rodriauez 
MEDITATION FROM "THAIS" Massenet 
CLARINET ROYALE (Clarinet and Band) Bennett 
Soloist: DANIEL fl. TRODER:\'!AN, Boston Latin School '55 
THE MODERN DANCE 
Condurtor: FREDERICK G. GUERRA 
VINCENT YOUMAN'S FANTASY Yoder 
BOSTONEER MARCH 
IF THOU BE NEAR 
OVERTURE IN F 
HYMN TO THE SUN 
Joseph A. Trongone 
Bach 
Mehul 
K.orsakov 
AH 1 JE VEUX VIVRE from ROMEO ET JULIETTE Gounod 
Soprano Soloist: HILDA AaREVAYA, Girls' Latin School '54 
AULD LA:!:~G SYNE AROUND THE WORLD 
Narrators: 
Enognort 
Carnep;ie HnlJ 
Scotland 
Russia 
France 
The Orient. 
Italy 
Latin America 
United States of America 
RoaErtr L. HEClERICH, Boston Latin School 
.JoAN PICKETT, William H. Taft School 
PAUL KEELING, William H. Taft School 
JoAN GAUFIELD, William H. Taft Sehool 
JEAN CHIN, William H. Taft School 
JAMES SuLLIVAN, William H. Taft School 
BARBARA TEACHMAN, Girls' Latin School 
KEITH W. P. O'DoNNELL, Boston Latin School 
The Music Department of the Boston Public Schools gratefully acknowledges the 
assist.an~e of: 
The Girls' Ushers Club o.f the Dorchester :High School, Dr. Dorothy M. Lyons, 
:Head Master. 
Mr. George L. McKim, :Head Master of the Bosfx>n Latin. School, for the use of 
Boston Latin School as headquarters of the band. 
The Boston Public School Symphony Band extends thanks to Mr. Joseph W. Donovan, 
Mr. Frederick G. ·Guerra and Mr. Bernard A. O'Donnell, members of the Music 
Department, for their assistance and cooperation. · 
AULD LANG SYNE AROUND THE WORLD 
Epigraphs by MARK F. Russo, Master, Boston Latin School 
CARNEGIE HALL 
A banker there, and here a clerk. 
There goes a millionaire, 
And now a tradesman finds his place 
Within an upper stall. 
Stenographers, mechanics, men 
of every living race. 
The house lights slowly dimming now 
In old Carnegie Hall. 
The leader stands, baton upraised. 
In accents sweet and fine 
The band begins to sound 
The strains of "Auld Lang Syne." 
SCOTLAND 
The strains of "Auld Lang Syne" can find 
No fitter dwelling place 
Than with the kilt and tartan of 
Old Scotland's hardy race. 
In hieland glen and heathered moors 
Where lads and lassies roam, 
The pipes and skirls give added twfrl 
Where "Auld Lang Syne" means home. 
RUSSIA 
In far-off wretched Muscovy 
The Russian hearts beat sad, 
In slow and plodding cadence where 
The Volga Boatmen drag. 
ill-starred, they bend their weary backs 
And blame a world remiss, 
Their sound of "Auld Lang Syne" might be 
A tune somewhat like this. 
FRANCE 
0 fancy free is Gay Paree, 
The land of blithe romance, 
Where hearts are light, and spirits bright 
In gallantry and dance. 
The boulevards in early spring I 
Le Louvre I Old Notre Dame l 
The Tuilleries I the war-tom fields I 
The silent :flowing Seine, 
Revivify with spark divine 
Our good old "Auld Lang Syne." 
THE ORIENT 
In distant Oriental lands, 
The tinkling temple bells 
Of Buddhist and of Shinto shrine 
A different flavor lends. 
The blast of gong, the mournful drums 
And strident tones apply 
To "Auld Lang Syne" an eerie ring 
In 'calling days gone by. 
ITALY 
The air takes on a softer note 
'Neath blue Italian sky. 
Venetian gondoliers I warm nights 
On Capri's storied isle! 
Hark! The voice of Napoli 
Sings out in Verdi lay 
As sailor lad plies on his craft 
Across th~ azure bay. 
There hearts grow full, warm stirs the blood, 
All eyes grow eager bright 
At gloried arts and classic lore 
'Neath· Rome's eternal light. 
On Dante's shore let's give an ear 
To song of yesteryear I 
LATIN AMERICA 
A special lilting rhythm adds 
A verve to "Auld Lang Syne," 
The magic grace of rhumba pace, 
The winding Conga line, 
Young flashing senorita's eyes 
Bring happiness galore, 
Old Gauchos nod with knowing smile, 
Recalling days of yore. 
Give an ear now while our song we play 
The Latin American way! 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Thus "Auld Lang Syne" forever new 
Wherever one may roam 
Shall always stir us with its air 
So dear to folks at home. 
Let's turn again to our own land 
The good old U. S. A. 
Once more, the venerable tune 
As Sousa's Band might play. 
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Jordan Hall, Boston, June 12, 1935 
JOSEPH WAGNER 
oonductor 
Testimonial Concert to John A. O'Shea 
Director of Musio in the Public Sohools of Boston 
Program 
MARCH PomP and Circumstance, Op. 39 ••••••••••• Elgar 
OVERTURE If I Were King ••••••••••••••••••••••••Adam 
SUITE March, Choral, Minuet •••••••••••••••••••• Bach 
Sarabande, Air ala Bouree ••••••••••••• Handel 
CONCERTO IN G MINOR ••••••••·•••••••••••Joseph Wagner 
First Boston Performance 
Soloist 
Leonard Bernstein, piano 
Two Country Dances ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Beethoven 
Andante for Trio •••••••••••••••••••••• John A. O'Shea. 
TWO CHARAC~~RISTIC PATROLS 
1. March of the Tin Sol.diers •••••••••••• Pierre 
2. Egyptian Maroh, Op.335·······Johann Strauss 
WALTZ Tales from the Vienna Woods, Op. 325 ••• Strauss 
Americ~~ Fantasy ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Herbert 
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BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Jordan Hall, Boston, Mareh 26, 1954 
JOSEPH A. TRONGONE 
eonduetor 
Program 
34 
The Star Spangled Banner ................................ Smith 
The Pearl Fishers Overture ......................... Bizet 
Coneerto in D (for Two violins and orehestra)Hugo Norden 
Allegro eon brio 
Andante espressivo 
Allegretto 
First Performanee 
Soloists 
Hilda Abreraya, Latin Sehool, 1954 
Miehael L. Nieland, Boston ·Latin Sehool, 1956 
Andaluoia Suite ••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••• Leeuona. 
The Surrey With the Fringe on Top •• Rogers & Hammerstein 
Piano Cadenza: Irvin Ave~y, Boston Latin-School, 1956 
Mareh of the Meistersinger ...... o ••• ·~ ••••••••••••• Wagner 
Legend for Piano & Orehestra ........... •' •••••••••• Doeker 
Soloist:· Rosalind L. Zu.sman, Girls Latin School, 1954 
Themes from Fifth Symphony .................. Tschaikowsky 
La Bonita (Tango) .... o ................. JoselJ>h A. Trongone 
Fi:rst Performanea 
You'll Never Walk Alone ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Rodgers 
-Sla.vische Rhapsodie ......................... ~.Friedemann 
Elementary School Orchestra 
. 'J\, IJtriu~-t thl' ln•:-ot in IIIH~it· tn ull pupil:-: of tiH' Bo:--tou Pultlit· :'t·huol~ t'fllltirmP .... In In• 
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t·lm·~ruom J{nntps. uwl t':ll'h t·hild lm:oo lu•r•u J.dn•u tlu· oppurtunit~· of :-;('lf-c•\JU'I':-:~iou. 
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~: f••rm ••f nU"al mul in~trnuu-ntul t'()JU•c·J·t:oo :\ntitllml Etltu-uti••u \r, ... k l~ct!-ohHt c ·,,runu•n 
C 'i\"it· ( 't•lt'lmttion:-> .Jurcl:m Hull f h·t·l)(':-;fr~• mul J.dl'l:.;' c·huru:-o ~{roup · Bo!'oton Puhlit· 
:'t·lutol :-\~·ml•lumy. Bund litt:-ohth Pul•lic· :'t·luutf .ltmicu· C>r·rlu•:.;tra urul .Jmw•:-o 1,. 
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Tiru,ilt~· :-:dutol ( ;r,.l' ( 'luh. Tlu· Ho~tou .\lu~ic·i:lll~· t"uiou ull'l·l"''d atul prP:o.t'IIIPtl two 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Boston, Massachusetts was the first city to have 
in school time instrumental classes. While the early 
years of the instrumental program were experimental, 
the possibilities of such a program were _recognized and 
fostered. 
From 1911 until 1923, the director of music, 
spaaking through the Superintendent's report, we find a 
subtle but incessant agitation far an extensive music 
program. It is unfortunate that in 1927~ when the 
instrumental musical level had reached a desirable 
plateau, that there was not a continuance of the kind 
of thinking that would have made Boston retain its 
position as a leader in instrumental music. The school 
population has not varied too much, and neither has the 
instrumental program. It would appear that instead of 
simply having the three main groups of instrumentation, 
that by now there would be many more students interested 
in music and many more organizations of a higher calibre 
in existence. 
APPENDIX 
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PLATE VIII 
BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS CLARINET CLASS 1954 
PLATE IX 
TrHE BOSTO~RIDAY, JUNE 8, 1934 
Boston Schoolboy Cadets 
HAD 17 BANDS, 
21 DRUM CORPS 
Three Oompanies Abreast 
in Oolw;nn of Squads 
Head; hiJ:h, shoulders back. and in 
fine rnarchintt step, 17,000 Bostnn I 
schoolboy cadets marched thro~gh I Boston streets this morning In their 
, 1 &nnual parade. as thousands lined the J 
' sidewalks along the route. I 
The long lines of khaki, column 
t•pon column, made an imposing spec· 
tacle, as for the first time a new for-
mation was used. The high ·school 
regiments marched three companies 
f.breast, in column of squads. I 
The rna"" rnovem~nt of the youthful . 
troops was impressive and made a I 
decided hit with the spectators. It 
also cut the usual marching time 
i ronsiderabl~·. In all. it took lr•s than l 
I
. an hour -and twenty-fh·e minutes for 
1 the parade to pa•s any point. · Scattered through the line were 38J 
srhonl bands which supplied the 
.
1 
tempo for the stride maintained over ! 
the two-male route, playing lively I 
rnarhal musac. 
Accompanying the cadet regiments 
1
. 
from 13 high schools were eight 
bands. 16 bu~:le and drum corps, and J 
th,ree 11/e and drum corps, Paradingt 
wath the regiments composed of ca-
det' f~om 22 lntel'll!ediate schools 
were nane bands and two drum corps. 
+ 
' 
• ,-. · COL GEO!t_ru: S. PENNEY 
: Younger Boys In Bright Unltorms n The \Vhite leggings and white belts 
1 worn by the high school musicians 
served to brighten the drabness of 
the dull khaki worn by the cadets, 
while the brightness of the unltorms 
worn by the members of intermediate 
school units was in sharp contrast. 
For the most part, the :"Oungsters 
belonging to the latter organizations 
wore uniforms consisting of white 
duck trousers and white blouses, with 
white linen sailor hats, berets or 
I 
trench hats bearing the school letters. 
The appearance of the band from 
the .Lewis School in Roxbury was 
greeted with acclaim by the specta· 
tcrs. Organized only three weeks, It 
was the first appearance in public of 
this unit of 30 nlayers. With few ex· 
ceptions, the members of the band 
v. ere colored boys. 
The quality of the music gave one · 
the feeling that such an exhibition 1 
would be worthy of a group which I 
has been practicing for a much longer 
1
. 
time. Miss Mary M. McLaughlin of 
the department of music revealed that 
1 it was at the urgent and persistent , 
1 request of the lads that the band was 1 i allowed to play today, although it ' 
I has been organized such a brief time. ! The band has a variety of instru· ! 
I
,ments. Its musicians were attired in I 
'•white duck trousers, blue coats and I 
: while sailor hats. j 
! Members of the band of the Mary 
! E. Curley School in- Jamaica Plain II 
I. wore novel hats. Their headgear re• 
1 
sembled Shrlners' fezzes. They were 
1 of green velvet and had gold tassels 
· and lettering. 1 j The drum major of the Woodrow I 
1 
Wilson School, Dorchester, received 
. much attention because of his fancy 
1
. 
I twirling. 
! --
. Army Officers Judge Each School 
! Along the line of march were scat•! 
· tered Regular Army officers, assigned : 
, by Gen Fox Conner. commandant of 
: the First Corps Area, who observed i 
and rated the cadets of each school : 
for posture and soldierly appearance. · 
. for di,tanc<'. ali~:nment. intervals and 
· discipline-in short, for all those, 
-- ' things which go to make a body of· 
fine marching men. I 
As a result of their marks, five suc· 
cessful schools In the high school 
group and I've in the Intermediate 
school group will be awarded sUk: 
1 filll!s in the order of their respective 
·I ratangs. 
Tbe high schools winning the first 
five places. and the high school plac--
Ing sixth will, In the order of rank, 
be selected to furnish the division 
first, second, third, fourth and fifth 
I brigade commanders for the :follow-
Ing year. The intermediate schools 
winning the first five places and the 
intermediate schools placing sixth 
will comprise the First Intermediate 
School Cadets Regiment next year • 
The schools will be plsced In the or• 
der of the rank won toaay. 
The musical units will also be judged, but not for prizes, by Carl 
Gardner, Joseph H. Gildea and Ed-
ward P. Illlngwortb of the depart-~ 
ment of music. Interested organiza• 
lions will receive their rattngs on 
request. . 
Transported to Formation Point 
One hun.dred spectal sireet cars 
and 60 spectal motor coaches were 
used to transport the cadets to and 
from the formation point. The regl• 
ments from the Public Latin School. 
the High School of Commerce and 
the Boston Trade School marched to 
their positions of mobilization In the 
S~~g~ l~fu~'kou'tte En~ High 
The parade started at Clarau!on st 
and Columbus av. led by a rnotmted 
police escort of five men, two other j 
mounted officers being at the rear of 
the parade. · · ! 
: The route was on Clarendon st to ' 
Stuart st. to Columbus av, Park sq,l 
Boylston st. Tremont st. Park st. 
Beacon st. Arlington st, Marlboro st. I 
Dartmouth st. Copley sq, winding up 
at the dcctric cars on Huntington av. 
For the first time, the Common \lias 
emitted from the line of march. 'Tha 
t!'dets were reviewed by State offi· 
c.als at the State House, by city of· 
ficials on a special stand on ·Tremont 
st, by School Coinrnittee officials on 
a special stand on Beacon st. near 
Charles st. and by their own military 
instructors and cadet division and 
brigade commanders at Copley sq. 
More than 200 pollee officers were 
r~e ~~:fets~ong the route passed by 
Chief Officers in Command. 
Cnl George S. Penney, instructor 
oi military drill at the Public Latin 
School, was chief of staff and in mil· 
ltary command. Frank L. Walsh of 
the Hyde Park High School was act• 
·iDS cadet Major General, leading the 
parade. 
· Brigade commnnders, - I 
cadet Brigadier Generals for the day 
1 were Frank Clark· of the Jamaic8 
I 
Plain High School, Harry R. Travis, 
Brighton High School; John E. Bald· 
win. Charlestown High School: Fran· 
cis M. Ford, East Boston High School, 
Bf!d Arthur ·w. Burke, South Boston 
Hagh School. I Supervision of formation, IDIU'I:h and reylew of the units was in charge of. ~unaor ":'asters and Instructors of I mahtary dr1ll and music supervisors. A Red Cross dctachmem, with an I ambulance, acc~ed jhe column. 
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THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE CITY OF BOSTON 
RECEIPT FOR LOANED INSTRUMENT 
BoST0:-11 ..... w ............................................................. l93 
Received today in .................................................. condition a ........................................................................ .. 
Serial number .................................................................. Trade-mark ....................................................................... . 
• from .................................................... acting for the School Committee of the City of Boston. I agree to 
take proper care of this instrument and to return it uninjured whenever so requested. 
Sig!lature ..................... ,. .......................................... .. ................................................................................ School. 
Address ............................................................................ Home Room .................................. Division ..................... . 
PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S GUARA~TEE. 
I hereby assume full responsibility for the above-mentioned instrument and accessories listed 
on reverse side of this card, and guarantee their return uninjured. In case of loss of, or damage 
to, the instrument - ordinary wear excepted - I guarantee to replace, or to repair, such loss or 
damage. 
Signature ................................................................... . 
This instrument is loaned for home practice and to be played in a school organization. Per· 
mission must be obtained from a school official for its use in any other than a school organization. 
The privilege of using this instrument may be revoked at any time for failure on the part of 
the pupil to live up to the condition specified above, or for his lack of satisfactory progress. 
A pupil using this instrument must take class music lessons in school regardless of the fact 
that he might be taking private lessons. 
(1,500-9·7-'33.) (OYER.) 
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TABLE II 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET REPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
1911. - 1.91.9 
YEAR TRANSACTIONS EXPENDITURES 
1.911. .... @ 
1.91.2 .... 
1913 Instrume~~: purchases 5, 61.5 .. 80 
Instrument repairs 322.06 
1914 Instrument purchases 4,685.50 
Instrument repairs 
·75 
1915 Instrument purchases 7,218.30 
Instrument repairs 2.75 
1916 Instrument purchases 6,231.35 
Instrument repairs. 13·.00 
1.91.7 Instrument purchases 1,381..81. 
Instrument repairs 1.0.00 
1.91.8 Instrument purchases 863 ·52 
1.919 Instrument purchases 176.25 
TABLE II A 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET REPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
1920 - - 1929 
YEAR 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924' 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
TRANSACTIONS 
Instrument purchases 
Instrument purchases 
Purchases for Public School 
Symphony Orchestra~ 
Instruments 
Stands 
Cymbal Handles 
Covers· for instruments 
InstrUment purchases 
Orchestra music 
Instrument purchases 
Orchestra music 
Orchestra & band instruments, 
music, & stands 
Orchestra music 
Orchestra & band instruments, 
music & stands 
Orchestra music 
Silent keyboards for piano 
Instruments & music stands 
Piano player rolls 
Orchestra music 
Silent piano keyboards 
Instruments & music stands 
Instrument repairs 
Piano player rolls 
OrchesDra & band music 
Silent piano keyboards 
Instruments & music stands 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Music Festival expenses 
EXPENDITURES 
225.28 
1.20 
1,127.48 
170.00 
1.00 
18.00 
3,258·.10 
289.75 
516.16 
291'·75 
·' 
13,658.73 
636;.99 
1,750:.8.8 
1,321.49 
990.45 
6,590.57 
68 .. 39 
1,326.73 
1,980.00 
5,477.96 
1,330.63 
41.85 
3,562.42 
~,ooo.oo 
3,945.32 
1,821.11 
2,886.39 
1,250.01 
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TABLE II B 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET BEFORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
YEAR 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1930 1934 
TRANSACTIONS 
Instruments & music stands 
Instrument & stand repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Band, bugle & drum corps 
competition expenses 
Music Festival expenses 
Silent piano keyboards 
Orchestra & band instruments 
& stands 
Repairs on instruments 
Orchestra & band music 
Music festival expenses 
Band, bugle & drum co~ps 
comp~titions 
Silent piano keyboards, 
Instruments & stands 
Instrument repairs 
Music pouches 
Band, bugle & drum corps 
competitions 
Music festival expenses 
Instruments & stands 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & bana music 
Music festival expenses 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
EXPENDITURES 
6,965.60 
2,416.50 
1,742.85 
386.55 
955.86 
1,200.00 
1,009.26 
2,139.28 
l, 295 •. 87 
30.50 
183e~OO 
3,871.65 
1,852.41 
248.38 
499·30 
830ol1 
203.43 
947.82 
293.46 
806.03 
1,060.99 
406.38 
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TABLE II 0 .. 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET REPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
YEAR 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
193~ 
1935 - 1939 
TRANSACTIONS 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument & stand repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band music 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Repairs on instruments 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band music 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band music 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band music 
Music festival expenses 
EXPENDITURES 
533.02 
1,365.;1:7 
1,058.38 
964.5o 
1,951.86 
205.92 
1,107-.19 
661.,94 
1,582.93 
193·70 
1,029.72 
3,618 .. 77 
1,680.43 
314.52 
1,056 .• 81 
4,139 .• 44 
2,406.50 
357-36 
1,072..-67 
517 ~61 
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TABLE II D 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET REPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
1940 - 1944 
YEAR 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
TRANSACTIONS 
Orchestra & badd instruments 
.Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Music festival expenses 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Covers & folios for music 
Music pouches 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & aand music 
Covers & folios 
Music stands 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Covers & folios 
EXPENDITURES 
1,962.43 
2,187 .. 08 
887.76 
1,273·73 
1,736.18 
2,110 .. 13 
857-78 
96.00 
2,615·79 
2,456.67 
760 .. 66 
98.28 
38.70 
116.40 
1,357.19 
4,013.52 
1,259~55 
130.71 
234 •. 60 
. 
1,166.15 
2,465.11 
1,372.49 
97.42 
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TABLE II E 
BSSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET REPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
1945 - 1949 
YEAR 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
TRANSACTIONS 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Ordhestra & band music 
Covers & folios 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Rental of hall for concert 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orbhestra & band music 
Rental of hall for concert 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & badd music 
Rental of hall for concert 
EXPENDITURES 
1~193-35 
3,269.46 
1,224 .. 97 
1,287.88 
3,269.46 
1,385.57 
147.50 
651.03 
. 4,360.80 
1,544.43 
100.00 
1,082.12 
5,035.:58 
1,051-75 
170.00 
1,849.06 
6,042.08 
1,663 .. 77 
160.00 
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T.ABLE II F 
. " 
BOSTON SCHOOL COMMITTEE BUDGET EEPORT FOR MUSIC SUPPLIES 
YEAR 
1950-51 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1950 1954 
TRANSACTIONS 
Orchestra & band instruments 
Instrument repairs 
Orchestra & band music 
Rental of ball for concert 
Orchestra &.band instruments 
Instrument repa~s 
Music stands 
Music, folios & covers 
Orchestra & band instruments 
and music 
Instrument repairs 
Instrument.s, musie .& covers 
Instrument repairs 
Rental of hall for concerts 
EXPENDITURES 
1,893.61 
6,179.69 
2,390 • .03 
188.00 
1,332.63 
7,781.82 
118.71 
2,586.98 
4,470.87 
7,224,31 
. 
4;055;88 
7 ;981;.29 
279.00 
TABU III 
. . . 
BOSTON LATIN SCHOOL INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC SCHEDULE 
MONDAY 
WEDNESDAY 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
(A Typi~al Program) 
Junior Band IV, V, VI 
Violin class. 
Drum band (advanced) 
Bugle (advanced) 
Reeds (advanced) 
Low brass (advanced) 
Trumpet (advanced) 
Flute, oboe & bassoon (beginners) 
Violins {advanced) 
Senior Band III,. II, I 
8ello class 
Viola (practice) · 
Drum corp (advanced) 
Glee Club 
Orchestra 
String Bass Cl~ss 
Bugles 
Low Brass (Intermediate) 
Reeds (Intermediate) 
Percussion & Bells 
Trumpet (Intermediate) 
Senior Band 
Cello 
Low Brass 
Reeds 
Drum Band 
Glee Club 
Junior Band 
Viola Class 
Bass (practice) 
Drum & Bugle Corps 
Special Trumpet Class 
Drum corps 
Flute, Obee, Bassoon (Advanced) 
ALL CLASSES MEET FROM 11:50 UNTIL 1~:35 
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TABLE IV 
The School Cemmittee ef the City ef Beeton 
Office af Director of Music 
SUMMARIZED INVENTORY OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Be1ls -~---~~------~--~--~ 8 
Bugles 
Cell ~De ----~~----~------
Chimes 
Circle Herne o---.----------
Cl.arinets: 
527 
70 
1 
2 
Al.t e -----. .. --.o .. - .. - ... ---·-- 9 
Ease ~---~-~---~-~-----~ 1 
E»-~-------------------- 5 
Cymbals: 
Cymbals -------------- 67 pre. 
Chinese Crash -------- 1 pr. 
Cuban Instruments: 
Maracas ----~--~-~--·--- 1 pr. 
Cew H®rn Geurd .. ---- ......... 1 
Castenets -----·-------- 1 set 
Claves -------~---~----- 1 pr. 
GGurd -----------~-----~ l 
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TABLE IV a 
Cuban Instruments (c®ntinued) 
Ber.li!l Drums Large ------- 1 
Benge Drum; small ------- 1 
Drums; 
Bass --~-~------------~- 9? 
Orchestra Snare -------- 27 
Street ---------------- 692 
English Hern -------------- 1 
Fifes -------------------- 69 
Flugel Horn -------------- 1 
Flutes ---~--------------- 56 
French Horns ------------- 27 
Flutophone:;--------------- 1 
Glockenspiel ------------- 3 
Gong (Chinese) ----------- 1 
Harmonium .,.,.,.,.. .. .,.-=» .. co••--•-• 1 
Keyboards 
----------.--.-----
121 
Mellophones ------------- 86 
Oboes ------------------- 7 
Organs ---------~------- 2 
Percussien Accessories; 
Horses Reeves ----------- 1 
Metal Retary Rattle ----- 1 
Castanets --------------- 1 
Tem~Tmm ----------------- l 
Pic coles: 
c ----------------------~ 1 
\ Do---------------------~ 15 
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TABLE IV b 
52 
Sa.xaphcnes: 
Soprano-----~--~------- 1 
Alta ---~-----------~~- 3 
C Meledy ~--~---------- 1 
Tener ~-----------~---- 3 
Baritone ------------- 2 
Sousaphones ------------ 33 
String Basses ---------- 32 
Tambourines 
---- .. -------
5 
Triangles -------------- 1? 
Trcmbcmes~ 
Tr0mbll>ne _.., ...... -••.aca-..- 154 
Bass ~~-~--------~~~- 1 
Trumpets: 
E~ ---~--~····---~~~~ 164 
Tubas: 
\ EO-------~----------- 49 
lo . 
B ----------~----~---~- 2 
Tympani -------------~--- 5 sets 
Violas ~~-~--~--------- 16 
Violins -------------·- 24? 
Xylophones ----------- 13 
TABLE V 53 
SCHOOL POPULATION CHARTS 
(Annual Statistics of the Boston Public Schools) 
Year School Year School 
Pqn_ulation Population 
1911 99,586 1933 
1912 99,715 1934 135,699 
1913 101,582 1935 132,762 
1914 106,156 1936 130,436 
1915 108,391 1937 129,756 
1916 109,024 1938 129 ,o58 
1917 106,299 1939 123,210 
1918 104-, 99J5 1940 119,878 
1919 104,030 1941 114,137 
1920 108,032 1942 107,811 
·1921 113;lr57 1943 101,239 
1922 117,836 1944 97,080 
1923 120,090 1945 95,013 
1924 122,148 1946 95,754 
1925 123,750 1947 93,371 
1926 124,705 1948 93,099 
1927 126,419 1949 . 93,438 
1928 128,277 1950 91,577 
1929 128,597 1951 92,043 
1930 129,715 ·1952 91,089 
1931 131,197 1953 90,930 
1932 132,745 1954 88,853 
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